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ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

During the initfel performance of the periodic functional testing of fire dampers, a total of 19 fire
dampers were ideer :f f ed as inoperable. The testing involves removal of the fire damper fusible link
and verifying that the fire damper completely closes in the piesence of normal ventilation air flow.
Of the 19 inoperable fire dampers, 8 failures were attributed to mechanical interference and 11 were
attributed to a design deficiency of the fire damper to close with normal vantilation air flow. The
cause of this event was inadequate functional testing of installed fire dampers. Although visual
damper inspections were performed in accordance with Technical Specifications, the ability of the fire
dampers to completely close with normal ventilation air flow in the event of a fire had not been
previously verified. As a result of this event, the fire dampers that failed to completely close due
to eschacical interference were repaired and successfully tested. A plant modification is beina
implemented to replace the fire dampers that failed to completely close under normal ventilation air
flow with a fire damper designed to ensure complete closure as required. The periodic performance of
the functional tests will ensure the continued operability cf the fire dampers.
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1. Description Event

A. Plant Status

At the time of discovery of this event on Marco 12, 1986 Unit 1 at Arkansas Nuclear One
(ANO-1) was operating at approximately 85 percent of rated power and Unit 2 (ANO-2) was
operating at approximately-100 percent of rated power.

B. Component Identification

The compons.ts involved in this event are tnree hour rated fire dampers (BOMP] installed in
ventilation ductwork penetrating phnt structures used as fire barriers (i.e. , wails, ceilings,
etc.). These fire d' apers are normall/ open and contain a ft.sible link located on the damper
operating arm. When the fusible link reaches a specified temperature, indicating a fire is
present, the fusible link melts allowing the fire damper to automatically close. This
actuation provides a three hour fire barrier for the affected penetration. The fire dainpers
involved in this event at ANO-1 and ANO-2 are manufactured by American Warning and Ventilating,
Inc. and Ruskin Manufacturing Company. The ventilation system involved in this event includes
the Auxiliary Building Ventilation System [VF].

C. Sequence of Events

In February 1986, Periodic Test 2305.15. "Fire Damper Surveillance Test," was initiated to
perform functional testing of penetration fire dampers. This terting involves removal of the
fire damper fusible link and verifying that the fire damper completely closes in the presence
of normal ventilation air flow. On March 12 at 1100 hours, fire danner 2FO-2123-33 failed to
completely close upon removal of its fusible link, investigation revealed that a sheet metal
screw penetrating the ventilation dt'ct was interfering with the operation of the fire damper.
Testing was continued and on March 13 at 1400 hours, fire damper 2FO-2198-9 also failed to
completely close upon removal of its fusible link. Investigation of this problem found a
metal tab on the fusible link assembly for the fire damper that prevented the fire damper
from completely closing. Both fire dampers were repaired and successfully tested on March 14
(2FO-2123-13) and April 3 (2FO-2198-9). As a result of these events, Revision 0 of this
Licensee Event Report (LER) was submitted on April 12, 1986. At that time, testing of all
fire dampers for ANO-1 and ANO-2 had not been completed.

As the result of continued fire damper testing, several other dampers were identified as
failing to completely close as designed when tested. Table 1 provides information relevant
to these additional failures. Upon discovery of each inoperable fire damper, appropriate
actions were taken in accordance with the Technical Specification (TS) for the affected unit.

!!. Event Cause

A. Event Analysis

LER 50-386/84 016 previously documented a concern that although insta*, led fire barriers are
visually inspected as required by Technical Specifications, the capability of a fire damper to
act as a fire barrier cannot be ensured unless functional testing is performed. Additionally,
a 10CFR21 report submitted by Ruskin Manufacturing Company on November 6,1984 identified a
deficiency related to the ability of some fire damoers to completely close with normal air
flow present in the ventilation ductwork.
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As a result of these identified problems, test procedures for ANO-1 and ANO-2 were develcped
to perform functional tests of fire dampers protecting safety related areas. This testing
verifies complete closure of the fire damper with normal ventilation air flow in the affected
duct after the removal of the fire damper fusible link. Rtmoval of the fusible link simulates
actuation of the fire damper from the heat produced by an actual fire. By ensuring normal
ventilation air flow is established in the affected duct prior to the removal of the fusible
link, the fire damper is verified to close as designed with ventilation a 9 flow present. If
the damper closes completely during this test, the damper is considered operable in accordance
with TS. The fire damper discr'epancies discussed in this report were identified during the
first performance of this type of testing at ANO.

These initial periodic tests were performed during refueling outages 1R7 and 2RS. Initial
damper testing was lengthy due to factors such as availability of the affected systems and
the difficulty of gaining accesc into the ventilation ducts to operate the fusible link. As
a result of this testing,19 fire dampers were identified that failed to close completely
when tested. Table 1 is a list of these fire dampers, the discovery date of each failure,
the cause of each failure, and the model number of each damper. Of the 19 inoperable fire
dampers, 8 failures were attributed to mechanical interference and 11 were attributed to a
deficiency of the fire damper to close with normal ventilation air flow.

Based on the results of the fire damper functional tests, it was determined that the 19 fire
dampers would have failed to completely close as designed in the case of an actual fire.
Extensive ability existed to identify, locate, contain, and suppress any fire occurring
in the affected areas. Additionally, many of these affected areas are continuously occupied,
monitored by smoke / heat detectors with control room alarms, and/or have automatic fire
suppression systems. For these reasons, the overall effect on safety resulting from the
failure of the identified dampers to function properly was judged to be of minor safety
significance.

B. Root Cause

The cause of this event was determined to be a failure to perform functional testing of
installed fire dimpers. Although visual inspections were performed in accordance with
Technical Specifications, the ability of the fire dampers to completely close with normal
ventilation air flow in the event of a fire was not tested. As a result, any inadequate
installation or modification of the affected fire dampers was not identified prior to relying
upon the damper as a fire barrier. Contributing to this event is a design deficiency of
some of the fire dampers to close as required by their design under normal ventilation air
flow.

C. Basis for Reportability

This event is reportable under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), operation prohibited by Technical
Specification. TS surveillance requirements 4.24 (ANO-1) and 4.7.11 (ANO-2) require that all
penetration fire barriers protecting safety related areas be verified intact / functional by a
visual inspection at least once per 18 months. With one or more of the fire barriers not
intact / functional, TS 3.21.2 (ANO-1) and 3.7.11 (ANO-2) require a continuous fire watch
(or operable smoke / heat detection with control room alare, ANO-1 only) to be established
within one hour. Although the req. red Technical Specification action requirements were
taken within the time frame required af ter the discovery of each failu e, it is reasonable to
believe that these fire d 7 ers had been inoperable since they were installed.

III. Corrective Actions

A. Immediate

Upon discovery of each inoperable fire damper, the Shif t Operations Supervisor was notified and
compliance with Technical Specifications was ensured until the affected fire damper was repaired.
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8. Subsequent

As a result of this event, the fire dampers that failed to completely close due to mechanical
interference have been repaired and successfully tested. A plant modification is being
frplemented to replace the fire dampers that failed to completely close under normal ventilation
air flow with a fire damper that will ensure complete closure as required. Seven of these fire
dampers have been replaced. The remaining four fire dampers have not yet been replaced due to

- material and operating constraints. However, as previously discussed, Technical Specification
compliance through appropriate compensatory measures are being maintained.

The tetting which led to discovery of the darper deficiencies was the first performance of
the functional tests for the Technical Specification required fire dampers.' Failures have
been identified and corrected or are scheduled to be corrected. The periodic performance
of the functional tests will ensure the continued operability of the fire dampers. Additionally,
ANO procedures require that appropriate surveillance testing is identified and performed followir g
any maintenance or modification activity. This surveillance testing will ensure that future
installations or modifications of TS required fire dampers will include the appropriate
functional testing prior to relying upon the damper as a fire barrier. Therefore, no further
corrective actions are required.

C. Future
.

None.

IV. Additional Information

A. Similar Events

A previous similar event was reported in LER 50-368/84-016.

8. Supplemental Information

None

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX).
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TABLE 1

INOPERABLE FIRE DAMPER ANO-1 AND ANO-2
(As Identified During the First Performance of The Functional Tests)

FIRE DAMPEk FAILURE CAUSE OF MANUFACTURER AND
NUMBER 015COVERY OATF FAILURE * HODEL NUMBER "*

2FD-2153-068 02/11/86 1 R411 NIBD-23
2FD-2153-057 02/25/86 1 R411 NIBD-23
2FD-2123-033 03/12/86 2 (Screw) R411 FDTD
2FD-2198-tj9 03/13/86 2 (Tab) R411 180-23

~

2FD-2098 044 05/07/86 1 A340 DAF-P-FIRE
2FD-2146 013 08/19/86 1 . R411 NIBD-23
2FD-2150-004 08/19/86 1 R411 180-23
2FD-2156 037 08/19/86 1 R411 NIBD-23
2FD-2156-036 09/09/86 1 R411 NIBD-23
2FD-2153-056 09/09/86 1 R411 NIBD-23
1FD-0097-058 09/12/80 1 A340 DAF-P-475L
1FD-0129-341 09/12/86 1 R411 180-23
IFD-0160 022 09/12/86 2 (Gasket) A340 DAF-P-2217
IFD-0160-040 09/12/86- 2 (Debris) A340 DAF-P-2217

'

1FD-0160 041 09/14/86 2 (Damper Chain) A340 DAF ?-2217
1FD-0160-042 09/16/86 2 (Damper Chain) A340 DAF P-2217
1FD-0138-006 09/29/86 2 (Debris) R411 180-23
IFD-0183 019 10/01/86 2 (Damaged Duct) R411 FDTD

1F3-0097-025 10/02/86 1 1340 DAF-P-475L

*Cause of Failure: 1 = Failure to Completely Close Un3er Normal Ventilation Flow.
2 = Mechanical Interference.

** Manufacturer and Model Number: A340 = American Warning and Ventilating, Inc.
R411 = Ruskin Manufacturing Company
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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

July 21, 1988

2CAN078805

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Oesk
Washington, D.C. 20555

$UBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report 50-368/86-003-01

Gentlemen:

Attached is the subject supplemental report concerning inoperable
fire dampers resulting in a Technical Specification violation due to
the failure to perform functional testing following installation.

Very trul yours,

bk Y
|J/ M. evine
%xecutiveDirector,
Nuclear Operations

JML: DAH: sms

attachment

cc w/att: Regional Administrator
Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INP0 Records Center
Suite 1500 jgp
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1100 Circle, 75 Parkway
/ IAtlanta, CA 30039
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